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Abstract

We present SSL-HV: Self-Supervised Learning ap-
proaches applied to the task of Handwriting Verification.
This task involves determining whether a given pair of
handwritten images originate from the same or different
writer distribution. We have compared the performance
of multiple generative, contrastive SSL approaches against
handcrafted feature extractors and supervised learning on
CEDAR AND dataset. We show that ResNet based Vari-
ational Auto-Encoder (VAE) outperforms other generative
approaches achieving 76.3% accuracy, while ResNet-18
fine-tuned using Variance-Invariance-Covariance Regular-
ization (VICReg) outperforms other contrastive approaches
achieving 78% accuracy. Using a pre-trained VAE and
VICReg for the downstream task of writer verification we
observed a relative improvement in accuracy of 6.7% and
9% over ResNet-18 supervised baseline with 10% writer la-
bels. Our code is available at https://github.com/
Mihir2/ssl-hv .

1. Introduction

Handwriting Verification is the process of comparing
questioned writing and known writing [59]. It is a criti-
cal task in various domains including forensics, banking,
and legal proceedings. Traditional approaches to handwrit-
ing verification [65] includes using global handwriting fea-
tures to determine between-writer and within-writer varia-
tions do not capture the full complexity and variability in
handwriting. With the advent of artificial neural networks,
deep networks like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
and Vision Transformers (ViT) are used to generate hier-
archical representation from images. Such networks have
shown promising results on variety of vision tasks and there
has been increasing amount of research being done to ap-
ply these deep learning techniques to the downstream tasks

Figure 1. The overall framework for the SSL-HV for generating
representation for the task of Handwriting Verification.

of Handwriting Identification, Writer-Retrieval and Recog-
nition. Supervised approaches fθs(x, y) [24] [64] [16] us-
ing deep networks heavily rely on supervised writer labels
y during it’s training process. Collecting a diverse dataset
X(xq, xk, y) with known xk, questioned xq handwritten
samples and corresponding writer labels y is expensive and
time-consuming. The dependency on labeled dataset lim-
its the scalability of the supervised methods because of data
collection and labeling efforts.
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Self-Supervised Learning (SSL) [6] provides an alter-
native approach to learn meaningful representations from
input X by leveraging the intrinsic patterns and structures
from input X without the need of explicit supervised la-
bels y. This helps to reduce the burden of data collection
and allows the utilization of large amount of untapped un-
labeled or partially labeled data that is available. Although,
SSL has been employed in various domains within Com-
puter Vision, but the application of SSL has been limited
within handwriting domain.

Some examples of handwritten features generated using
SSL are: SURDS [15] propose a two-staged SSL frame-
work for writer independent Offline Signature Verification
by using a dual triplet loss base fine tuning. The authors
in [51] use a SSL for handwriting identification for me-
dieval by finetuning a ResNet18 [43] architecture on a set
of unlabeled manuscripts using Triplet Loss. POSM [55]
uses SSL for pretraining models to extract representations
from online handwriting in English and Chinese languages.
The pretrained POSM models were capable of achieving
good results on diverse set of handwriting tasks such as
writer identification, handedness classification etc. The au-
thors in [58] uses SSL approach with Vision Transformers
(ViT) for writer retrieval task based on knowledge distil-
lation. The authors also showcased the attention feature
maps which elaborated different parts of the handwriting
like loops, characters which enhanced the explainability
for writer retrieval. More recently, CSSL-RHA [75] used
Contrastive SSL for Handwriting Authentication. The au-
thors use a hybrid CNN-Vit network for pre-training with
momentum-based paradigm followed by projection head
while minimizing a InfoNCE loss [73].

Motivated by the lack of SSL application to the domain
of handwritten document representation, we apply SSL ap-
proaches fθSSL

(x) to generate representations hssl for the
handwritten images (xq, xk) as shown in Figure 1. Our con-
tributions: (1) We create a baseline for handwriting verifica-
tion task using handcrafted features and supervised learning
approach using ResNet-18 [43] and ViT [32]. (2) We pre-
train using four Generative SSL (GSSL-HV) approaches
for learning representations hssl for the downstream task
of Handwriting Verification using Auto-Regressive Image
Modeling [34], Flow based model [29] [30] [45], Masked
AutoEncoder [41], ResNet based Variational AutoEncoders
(VAE) [48] and Bi-Directional Generative Adversarial Net-
work (Bi-GAN) [31]. (3) We pre-train eight Contrastive
SSL (CSSL-HV) approaches using ResNet-18 [43] as en-
coder networks fθ(x) to learn representations from hand-
written images x. The contrastive approaches are MoCo
[42], SimCLR [18], SimSiam [21], FastSiam [60], DINO
[14], BarlowTwins [82] and VicReg [8]. (4) Lastly, we fine-
tune a MLP fθMLP

(hSSL, y) for the downstream task of
handwriting verification on CEDAR AND dataset.

Figure 2. Examples of “AND” image fragments extracted from
CEDAR Letter dataset.

2. Dataset

CEDAR AND dataset is used for pre-training and fine-
tuning on downstream task of verification. CEDAR AND
dataset is derived from CEDAR Letter dataset wherein 1567
writers have writer a letter manuscript three times. Each
manuscript had upto five occurrences of the word “AND”.
The manuscripts were passed to transcript-mapping tool of
CEDAR-FOX [46] to extract image fragments of the word
“AND”. In total, the tool was able to extract 15,518 im-
age fragments of the word “AND”. Some examples of the
snippets are shown in Figure 2. Each image was resized to
64x64 keeping uniform padding and aspect ratio.

Handcrafted features were derived for each “AND” im-
age fragment. Gradient Structural Concavity (GSC) [35]
features are used as micro features for forensic verification
by CEDAR-FOX tool, a state-of-the-art handwriting analy-
sis tool [66], developed at Center of Excellence for Docu-
ment Analysis and Recognition, University at Buffalo. GSC
features were extracted for the binarized “AND” images us-
ing a C-code. The GSC features are in 512 dimensions.
CEDAR-FOX uses the GSC features to verify the log likeli-
hood ratio (LLR) between the known and questioned hand-
written sample. We use OpenCV HOGDescriptor for gen-
erating Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOGS) [26] fea-
tures for each AND image fragment. The HOGS features
are 1764 dimensional vectors.

We use unseen writer data partitioning for supervised
fine-tuning for downstream verification task. Hence,
Wtrain

⋂
Wtest = ∅, where Wtrain represents train writ-

ers and Wtest represents test writers. For both pre-training
and downstream fine-tuning, writer ids wi up-to 1200 were
used for training itrain ∈ {1, 2, .., 1200} and rest were used
as test. For fine-tuning, we generate equal number of same
and different writer sample pairs. We have two setups for
fine-tuning with 10% and 100% of train writers resulting in
13,232 and 129,602 pairs of known and questioned “AND”
samples. The test is fixed for both setups with all the test
writers itest > 1200.
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3. Learning Representation using Self-
Supervised Learning based Pre-Training

Self-supervised learning (SSL) provides an opportunity
to generate good representation for handwritten images
without the need of supervised labels (writer ids). SSL
has been used as a pre-text task for pre-training a network
fθSSL

to generate representations hssl only using input data
x without explicit writer labels y. SSL approaches either
maximize the likelihood of unlabeled data p(x) by recon-
structing the input x from h or use a discriminative ap-
proach to learn representations by exploiting rich similari-
ties between parts of input data. Hence, SSL approaches are
mainly classified into Generative and Contrastive as sum-
marized by Liu et al. in [53].

3.1. Generative SSL (GSSL)

Given input pairs (X,Y ) where xi is the i-th input ex-
ample and yi is i-th target/class label for xi, generative ap-
proaches in statistics learns parameters θ from underlying
probability distribution of p(X) by maximizing likelihood
of a generative objective function L. The parameters θ
are optimized based on Maximium Likelihood Estimation
(MLE), Bayesian Inference or adversarial training. SSL
leverages the generative approaches to pre-train a network
fθ(x) which learns to generate hidden latent representation
h by learning to fit on P (X) by optimizing θ on L. The rep-
resentations h learned during pre-training phase are used to
train the downstream tasks with fewer labels Y .

Earliest work in the field of generative approach to
learning representations and dimensionality reduction h are
Deep Belief Networks [10], RBM [44] which uses a deep
network whose parameters are updated using a reconstruc-
tion loss Lrecon. Recently, significant advancements have
been made in generative SSL approaches, leveraging tech-
niques such as Auto-Regressive (AR) models, Flow-based
models, Auto-Encoding models, and Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GANs).

AR Models can be considered directed probabilis-
tic graphical models which models input data distribu-
tion p(X) = p(x1, ..., xn) as product of conditionals∏n

i=1 P (xi|(x1, .., xi−1)) where n is the input dimension-
ality. Many approaches have been proposed in the research
to model the input image X distribution using product of
pixel conditionals like NADE [70], RIDE [69], PixelRNN
[71] and Gated PixelCNN [72]. We primarily use state-of-
the art AR model named Auto Regressive Image Modeling
(AIM) which uses AutoRegressive loss function LAR us-
ing Vision Transformer (ViT) [32] architecture. Given input
data X the AR objective LAR was to minimize the negative
log likelihood of input distribution which is a density func-
tion modeled using product of n image patch conditionals.
The prediction is a normalized pixel-level regression loss as

shown in Equation 1 below.

LAR = E
x∼X

[− log

n∏
i=1

P (xi|(x1, .., xi−1))]

Lrecon =
1

n

n∑
i=1

∥x̂i − xi)∥2
(1)

Flow based models explicitly learns the true data distri-
bution p(x) by a sequence of invertible transformation func-
tions f(x) to map input x to latent representation z. Since
the transformation are invertible x = f−1(z) is true. Multi-
ple flow based models like NICE [29], RealNVP [30],Glow
[47] aim to provide a tractable and flexible solution to com-
puting density function containing Jacobian determinant of
the transformation. The loss is a negative log-likelihood
over the input distribution dataset as shown in the Equation
2 below:

log px(x) = log pz(f(x)) + log

∣∣∣∣det df(x)dx

∣∣∣∣ (2)

Layers used in Flow based models shown in Figure 3
are variational dequantization to handle discrete pixel val-
ues in images to continuous values using uniform noise to
each pixel, coupling layers helps to ensure inveribility of the
forward and inverse transformation, squeeze and split oper-
ation helps in reducing the spatial resolution for efficiently
training flow based models.

Figure 3. Flow based model architecture.

AutoEncoding Models AutoEncoder [7] transforms in-
put x to latent representation z using an encoder feed for-
ward neural network z = fenc(x). The latent representa-
tions z are then reconstructed using a decoder feed forward
decoder network x′ = fdec(z). The objective of the model
is to regenerate x′ which should be as close to x as possible
from latent representations z. The loss is optimized using
a reconstruction error Lrecon(x, x

′) which could be mean
squared error (MSE) as shown in Equation 3. The recon-
struction loss could also be binary/categorical cross-entropy
depending on the input data x and modality.

MAE Masked AutoEncoder [41] applies random mask
patches M with high masking ratio on the input image x.
Encoder fenc(x

m, p) is a Vision Transformer (ViT) [32]
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(a) Original (b) Transformed (c) Masked

Figure 4. (a) Original AND image from writer 1471 first sample
B with 64x64 size (b) Shows transformed image sample resized
to 224x224 and normalized to ImageNet mean and std. deviation
(b) Shows masked transformed image with 32x32 masked patches
with masking ratio set to 0.2

which takes as input visible parts of the image xm and posi-
tional embeddings p to generates latent representation zm.
A lightweight decoder fdec(zm, p,M) reconstructs the en-
tire image x including the missing patches using the en-
coded latent representations zm of the masked image xm,
positional embeddings p and tokens from masked patches
M . The loss is computed on the masked tokens patches
only and is computed using Mean Squared Error (MSE) as
shown in Equation 3.

Lrecon =
1

N2

N2∑
i=1

∥xi − fdec(z
m
i , pi,Mi)∥2 (3)

VAE Variational Auto Encoder belongs to class of La-
tent variable models (LVM). The goal of a latent genera-
tive model is to generate samples z from which we gener-
ate the most probable value of x according to the distribu-
tion p(x|z). We first sample a value of z from some prior
distribution p(z) and then generate a sample from p(x|z).
Hence, our goal is to maximize the probability of x. The
key to compute p(x) is to attempt to sample values of z that
are likely to have produced x using posterior probability
p(z|x). VAE minimizes the Reconstruction and Latent loss
as shown in Equation 4. We can perform gradient-ascent on
Lvae to update the generative and variational parameters.

Lvae = −Ez∼qϕ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]+
DKL[qϕ(z|x)||pθ(z)] (4)

3.2. Contrastive SSL (CSSL)

Contrastive learning uses discriminative approach to
learn representations h by maximizing the agreement be-
tween similar (positive) images and minimize the agree-
ment between dissimilar (negative) images P (Y |X =
x). These discriminative model learns representation using
Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [39], InfoNCE [73]
whose aim is to compare and learn the objective function

as shown in Eqn. 5 below:

Lnce = − log
exp

[
hT
a · h+/τ

]
exp [hT

a · h+/τ ] + exp [hT
a · h−/τ ]

(5)

where, h = f(x) are features and f is a function to em-
beding input x. x+ is similar to input image used an an an-
chor xa, x− is dissimilar to x and f is a function to embed
input image x to features h. Most contrastive SSL meth-
ods augmented views of the anchor image xa as positive
x+ whereas all other images are used as negatives x−.

Momentum Contrast (MoCo v1 [42], MoCo v2 [20],
MoCo v3 [23]) maintains a dictionary of positive k+ and
negative ki encoded-samples (keys) which is compared with
the anchor (query) q. MoCo uses ResNet [43] as query fq
encoder and key fk encoder parameterized by weights θf
and θk with last Fully-Connected (FC) layer having 128-D
fixed embeddings which are generated for each all Query
and Keys. Further, InfoNCE [73] based loss function is
used to measure the similarity between the query and key
embeddings as shown in Equation 6 below:

Lmoco = − log
exp (q · k+/τ)∑K
i=0 exp (q · ki/τ)

(6)

The parameters of the query fq and key encoder fk are up-
date with a momentum parameters as: θk ← mθk + (1 −
m)θq with m as momentum parameter. MoCo proposed
v2 version by using using a MLP projection head and more
data augmentation following the work of SimCLR [18].

Simple Contrastive Learning (SimCLR v1 [18], Sim-
CLR v2 [19]) also learns representation by maximizing
agreement between two differently augmented views xi

and xj of the same example x. Specific augmentations
types used were random cropping, color distrocutions and
Gaurssian blur. Similar to MoCo, SimCLR also uses ReNet
as the base encoder h = f(x) where h is the average pool-
ing layer from ResNet. Additionally, an MLP with 1 hidden
layer and RELU activation function is used z = g(h). The
output of MLP are the latent embeddings z. The contrastive
loss function for a pair of positive latent embeddings used is
the normalized temperature-scaled cross entropy loss (NT-
Xent) as shown in Equation 7 below:

ℓi,j = − log
exp (sim (zi, zj) /τ)∑2N

k=1 1[k ̸=i] exp (sim (zi, zk) /τ)
(7)

where, 1[k ̸=i] ∈ 0, 1, τ is temperature parameter and
sim(u, v) is the dot product between the l2 normalized u
and v.

Bootstrap Your Own Latent (BYOL) [38] was removes
the dependency on negative examples thereby being robust
to batch size and memory constraints. BYOL uses an on-
line and target network. Input to online network is first aug-
mented view u of input. The online network consists of
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(a) Original (b) Crop+R (c) Center (d) V. Flip (e) H. Flip

(f) Rotate (g) Persp. (h) Blur (i) Jitter (j) Invert

Figure 5. Data Augmentation Views from an example original
image of word “AND” extracted from writer ID 1471-Sample-B1
from CEDAR Dataset.

an encoder hθ = fθ(uθ), MLP projector zθ = gθ(hθ) and
predictor qθ(zθ). The target network parameters ξ has the
same architecture but uses moving average weights of the
online parameters θ. After each training step, the weights
are updated using ξ ← τξ + (1 − τ)θ. The loss is mean
squared error between the l2 normalized predictions from
the first augmented input-online network and the target net-
work projections as shown in Equation 8:

Lθ,ξ ≜
∥∥qθ (zθ)− z̄′ξ

∥∥2
2
= 2− 2 ·

〈
qθ (zθ) , z

′
ξ

〉
∥qθ (zθ)∥2 ·

∥∥∥z′ξ∥∥∥
2

(8)

Simple Siamese (SimSiam) [21] simplifies BYOL [38]
by maximizing contrastive between two augmented views
x1, x2 of an example image x without negative pairs and
without momentum encoder. The two views are processed
by using ResNet [43] as an encoder f . Both the encoder
share the same weights along with a MLP head p. x1 is
passed through the encoder f and MLP predictor p to get
p1 = p(f(x1)). Wherease, x2 is only passed through f
to get z2 = f(x2. The loss is calculated as shown in the
Equation 9 below:

LSimSIAM =
1

2
D (p1, z2) +

1

2
D (p2, z1) (9)

where,
D (p1, z2) = −

p1
∥p1∥2

· z2
∥z2∥2

(10)

Fast Siamese (FastSiam) [60] makes efficient use of
SimSiam [21] approach by using multiple views of a sin-
gle image, which allows for faster convergence and reduces
amount of pre-training time.

Distillation with No Labels (DINO v1, v2) [14] [56] ap-
proach is similar to BYOL [38] and SimSIAM [21] where
the idea is to use knowledge distillation. DINO trains a stu-
dent network gθs to imitate the output of the teacher net-
work gθt . A pair (x1, x2) of randomly augmented views of
an image x are passed to student s1 = gθs(x1) and teacher
t1 = gθt(x1). DINO uses Vision Transformers [32] or
ResNet [43] for network g and 3-layer MLP followed by

l2 normalization and a weight normalized FC layer with K
dimensions. The resultant of passing the augmented images
through network g followed by MLP is a output probability
distributions over K dimensions as shown in the Equation
11 below:

Ps(x)
(i) =

exp
(
gθs(x)

(i)/τs
)∑K

k=1 exp
(
gθs(x)

(k)/τs
) (11)

In the above Equation 11 τs is a temperature parameter.
DINO minimizes cross-entropy loss between probability
distributions Ps(x) and Pt(x) generated by student and
teacher networks as shown in the Equation 12 below:

LDINO = min
θs

∑
x∈{xg

1 ,x
g
2}

∑
x′∈V
x′ ̸=x

H (Pt(x), Ps (x
′)) (12)

Where, H(a, b) = −a log b. Furthermore, DINO uses Ex-
ponential Moving Averages on the student weights θt ←
λθt + (1 − λ)θs which is similar to momentum encoder
ideas in MoCo [42].

Barlow Twins [82] makes use of cross-correlation ma-
trix as shown in Equation 13 on a batch of mean-centered
embeddings ZA and ZB generated by a network function
fθ from two augmented views Y A Y B of the image X .

Cij ≜
∑

b z
A
b,iz

B
b,j√∑

b

(
zAb,i

)2
√∑

b

(
zBb,j

)2
(13)

The encoder network uses ResNet [43] (without classifica-
tion layer) followed by 3 layer MLP with 8192 output units.
The goal is to make the cross-correlations between the out-
puts ZA and ZB closer to the identity matrix as shown in
Loss Equation 14.

LBT ≜
∑
i

(1− Cii)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
invariance term

+λ
∑
i

∑
j ̸=i

Cij2︸ ︷︷ ︸
redundancy reduction term

(14)

Variance-Invariance-Covariance Regularization (VI-
CReg, VICRegL) [8] [9]: tackles the model collapse prob-
lem - which happens when the model produces same repre-
sentations irrespective of input. Similar to other approaches
mentioned above, given an input image i, two augmented
views x and x′ are generated. Then using encoder network
fθ representations are generated. y = f(x) and y = f(x′)
which is then passed to expander to generate embeddings
z = hϕ(x) and z′ = hϕ(x

′). The loss between the embed-
dings z and z′ is a weighted average of three terms in loss
function as shown in Equation 15.

ℓ (Z,Z ′) = λ s (Z,Z ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Invariance

+µ [v(Z) + v (Z ′)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
V ariance

+

ν [c(Z) + c (Z ′)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Covariance

(15)
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Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

GSC [35] 0.71 / 0.78 0.69 / 0.81 0.72 / 0.77 0.69 / 0.79
ResNet-18 [43] 0.72 / 0.84 0.70 / 0.86 0.73 / 0.82 0.72 / 0.84
ViT [32] 0.65 / 0.79 0.68 / 0.80 0.64 / 0.78 0.66 / 0.79

Table 1. Performance Metrics on Test Writer (wi where i >=
1200) set for Supervised Baselines with 10% & 100% of Train
Writers.

Variance is a reqularization term acting as a hinge func-
tion on standard deviation of the embeddings Z. For co-
variance, VICReg uses covariance matrix term similar to
BarlowTwin [82] and finally invariance criterion is a mean-
squared euclidean distance between each pairs of vectors
without normalization.

4. Experiments and Implementation Details
4.1. Supervised Baseline

Feature Extractors: Supervised baseline is performed
using two handcrafted features (GSC, HOGS), CNN based
ResNet-18 and Vision Transformer based ViT architecture
on CEDAR AND dataset for 10% and 100% of train writ-
ers. ResNet-18 [43] CNN architecture having 11.2 M pa-
rameters is fine-tuned on the training pairs for each setup.
With ResNet-18 we update the first convolutional layer to
accept 3 channel input and set the last FC within ResNet-
18 to be Identity and add a supervised classification head as
elaborated in the next section. MaskedCausalVisionTrans-
former is used with configurations same as AIM which will
be described in detail within the following sections on ap-
plying AIM to downstream verification task. ViT has 88.2M
parameters.

Classification Head: The output of the feature extrac-
tors is fed into 2 fully-connected (FC) layers. FC1 and
FC2 has 256 and 128 hidden neurons with ReLU activa-
tions. The final layer has 2 output neurons whose softmax
activations represent similarity of samples with a one hot
vector representation. We use categorical cross entropy loss
given one-hot encoded logits compared to the target which
is binary (0 or 1).

Training: Batch Size for training was 256, Learning rate
1e-3, Adam Optimizer and Early stopping with F1 score
stagnating with patience 5 and delta 0.001 for all baselines
GSC, ViT and ResNet-18. The results from the supervised
training with on 10% and 100% train writers are tabulated
in Table 1.

Pre-Training Metric: In Table 2 shows multiple SSL
methods and pre-training performance using the mean of
intra-writer COSintra and inter-writer cosine COSinter

similarity on a validation set.

COS(hk,hq) =
hk · hq

∥hk∥∥hq∥
(16)

In the Equation 16 above, hq represents the features of the
handwritten sample from known writer and hq represents
the features of the handwritten samples form questioned
writer. COSintra is when writer of Known and Questioned
sample is same. COSintra is when Know and Questioned
sample is from different writers. This intra and inter cosine
similarity seperation evaluation metric was set to measure
the separation between COSintra and COSinter during the
pre-training phase in order to track SSL model capability to
differentiate samples between writers. The seperation pro-
vides a proxy metric to check for representation collapse
and track the progress of pre-training. Intra-Nd and Inter-
Nd shows the cosine similarity between and amongst test
writers with writer ids greater than 1200. Intra-2d and Inter-
2d are two dimensional representation obtained using TSNE
dimensionality reduction. We then calculate the cosine sim-
ilarity amongst test writers.

Downstream Verification Metric: We compare the
downstream model performance using classification metrics
such as acccuracy to compare pre-trained SSL-HV model
performance against handcrafted features and supervised
models.

4.2. Generative Self-Supervised Learning for Hand-
writing Verification (GSSL-HV)

AIM [34] uses random masking to sequentially learn
masked patches of the handwritten word AND using an au-
toregressive objective function. The input handwritten im-
age of AND is divided into non-overlapping patches with
32 patch size as shown in Figure 4c. AIM works well with
simple data augmentations during training hence we used
Resize by Torch [3] with size 224x224 because the ViT
was trained on 224x224 image sizes. We normalize the im-
age with mean (0.485, 0.456, 0.406) and standard deviation
(0.229, 0.224, 0.225) which is same as used in the ImageNet
dataset. For testing, same transformation are used as train.
Output of the image transformations is shown in the Figure
4. We use CausalVisionTransformer as the backbone with
masked causal attention based on AIM [34] at input image
resolution 224x224. The sequence length for CausalVision-
Transformer was 49 since the patch size was 32 with no
[CLS] classification token. The embedding dimension of
the encoder is 768, depth and number of attention heads
12. The encoder has 88.2M parameters. Projection head
consists of a Linear FC layer followed by AIMPrediction-
HeadBlock, LayerNorm and another Linear Layer. The pro-
jection head contains 41.4M parameters. The loss for AIM
is Mean Square Error Loss which is same as MAE loss as
shown in Equation 3. Optimizer is AdamW with learning
rate 1.5e-4. The batch size was set to 1024 which takes
22.3GiB out of the total 24GiB of GPU memory.

Normalizing Flow model trained using a series of flow
transformation to estimate the density of p(x) using the la-
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tent representation z with p(z). The input handwritten AND
image is inverted with and converted to gray-scale with a
single channel and pixel value between [0,255]. Figure 3
shows the flow based architecture. We use a single varia-
tional de-quantization layer to quantize discrete pixel val-
ues as samples from continuous distribution which helps
improve diversity and quality of generated samples. This is
followed by 2 affine coupling layers [29] with a single chan-
nel checkerboard mask throughout the network. A Gated
CNN using two-layer convolutional ResNet block with in-
put gate is used similar to Flow++ [45]. We use multi-scale
architecture as proposed by RealNVP [30] using Squeeze
and Split layers. The batch size for train and test is set to
128, Adam optimizer and learning rate set to 1e-3. The ob-
jective function is a negative log-likelihood function. The
model is evaluated based using bits per dimension (bpd) for
the train and validation set. Train and Val bpd was 0.8355
and 0.841 respectively. Total numbers of parameters are
1.7M and the 16GiB of GPU memory during training.

MAE is applied using random masking to reconstruct
masked patches of the handwritten word AND. The mask-
ing ratio of removed patches was set to 20%. The input
handwritten image of AND is divided into non-overlapping
patches with 32 patch size as shown in Figure 4c. Similar to
AIM, MAE uses simple resizing to 224x224 and normaliza-
tion with mean (0.485, 0.456, 0.406) and standard deviation
(0.229, 0.224, 0.225) as used in the ImageNet dataset. For
testing, we use the same transformation as train. Output of
the image transformations is shown in the Figure 4. We use
vit-base-patch32-224-in21k [77] as the backbone for MAE
which is a Vision Transformer (ViT) trained on ImageNet-
21k [27] at resolution 224x224. The embedding dimension
of the encoder is 768. The encoder has 88M parameters.
Decoder contains a linear layer which takes in the 768 di-
mensional embedding from the encoder and outputs 512 di-
mensional. The output of the linear layer is fed into a single
Vision Transformer followed by normalization and linear
layer. The final linear layer reconstructs the masked patches
with outputs size as (patch size, patch size, num channels).
The decoder has 5.1M parameters. The loss for MAE is
Mean Square Error Loss as shown in Equation 3. Optimizer
is AdamW with learning rate 1e-3. The batch size was set
to 1024 which takes 16GiB out of the total 24GiB of GPU
memory.

VAE taskes as input an inverted image with size
64x64x3. The encoder fenc and decoder fdec used in VAE
is the ResNet Encoder and Decoder by Pytorch Bolt [11].
The ResNet encoder fenc output dimension 512 and has
11.2M trainable parameters while the fdec has 8.6M param-
eters. fenc is followed by two fully-connected layers FCµ

and FCσ with 131k parameters as fenc output dimensions
are 512 and latent dimensions z are 256. The loss was com-
puted using ELBO as described in the VAE section. The

learning rate was set to 1e-4 with Adam optimizer.
BiGan [31] is trained using an Encoder fenc, Generator

fG and Discriminator fD network. The fenc network con-
sists of 5 blocks, starting with 1024 hidden units and conse-
quently layers have hidden units divided by 2. fenc network
which takes as input raw flattened image and outputs latent
representation z with dimensionality as 100. Each block has
a LeakyRelu activation and normalization except the first
layer. The final activation layer has tanh activation to keep
the value between -1 and 1. The fG network takes as input
z latent representation and also network structure which is
opposite to the fenc in order to re-generate back the output
dimensions 64x64 with 3 channels. The discriminator takes
as input image and latent representation and minimizes the
binary cross-entropy loss between the fake and valid com-
bination samples of latent representation and input image.
We use pytorch lightning multi-optimizer function to update
the gradients of generator and discriminator in an alternat-
ing fashion. The total number of parameters in generator
and encoder are 26.6M while the discriminator has 6.9M
parameters. Adam optimizer with learning rate set to 2e-4.

4.3. Contrastive Self-Supervised Learning for
Handwriting Verification (CSSL-HV)

Data Augmentation regularizes the model and helps
it to learn from patterns within different parts of the in-
put image. There exists a wide variety of augmentation
techniques which can be used to get different forms of in-
variances. Here, invariance is a property of the represen-
tation learning model to generate similar image embed-
dings/representations irrespective of the position, rotation,
scale etc. of the image. Depending on the type of invari-
ance requirement of the downstream task, we can apply
these transforms (invariances) to the pre-training network.
For example, since our domain is of handwriting verifi-
cation pen and background color can be invariant. How-
ever, we should not randomize on aspect-ratio transforma-
tion or bluring in cases of handwriting because it will lead
to underfitting and performance degradation. Some exam-
ples of invariances as mentioned and illustrated by Sim-
CLR [18] are: Shape Invariances like Random Cropping,
Random Horizontal/Vertical Flip, Rotation etc, Texture In-
variances - Gaussian Blur and Color Invariance. The au-
thors in [61] have shown the importance of data augmen-
tation techniques in context of coarse-grained, fine-grained
and few-shot downstream tasks. It is important to note that,
for certain downstream fine-grained downstream tasks like
that of differentiating between animal of same species like
birds, we should not use color distortions like jitter, contrast
etc. since the embeddings generated would underfit on the
fine-grained downstream task as shown in [78]. In our case,
we have used Pytorch Transforms [3] implementation for
data augmentation with Lightly SSL framework [67].
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Pre-Training, Projection Network and Loss Function
For pre-training network, we use a ResNet-18 [43] model
with stochastic gradient descent with custom loss functions.
We use 3x3 convolution kernel in the first few layers of
ResNet-18 instead of originally proposed 7x7 kernel size
for CEDAR AND dataset because it is well suited for small
input images as in our case 64x64. ResNet-18 has 11.2M
parameters. For CEDAR AND dataset we chose a larger
kernel size 7x7 variant of ResNet-18 since the Crop size
from augmentation is 224x224. The variant has also has
11.2M parameters. For the projection head/network and
loss function, each CSSL approach described will have dif-
ferent number of neurons and layers in the projection net-
work. MoCo [42] strategy was applied for pre-training a
ResNet-18 [43] backbone network fθ with 11.2M frozen
weights θ. The backbone output is 512 dimensions which
serves as the hidden representations for the down stream
task. We then have projection head (328K weights) with
momentum as described by MoCo [42]. The network min-
imizes the NTXent Loss as shown in Equation 6. We
use transforms described by MoCo v2 [20] except turn off
the RandomGaussian blur since the transform is too strong
and underfits on the smaller resolution of the image. The
batch size is set to 1024, memory bank size is 4096 and
200 number of epochs. With the given batch size and re-
sized image to 45x45 20Gb out of 23Gb is consumed. The
total pre-training time is 54 mins. For inference, 3GB
memory GPU memory is consumed. SimCLR [18] was
used for pre-training ResNet-18 [43] backbone. The out-
put of backbone were 512 features. The backbone was
followed by a preojection head with (328k) weights and
the loss was NTXent Loss. The transforms used were
RandomResize (size 45x45) RandomHorizontalFlip, Ran-
domVerticalFlip (0.5), RandomRotation(90 degrees), Ran-
domGrayScale and GaussianBlur was not applied for the
same reason as mentioned above. The batch size was 8000
to make sure that we are utilizing 23Gb of GPU memory
during pretraining. During inference only 1.5Gb of memory
was used. The total pretraining took 1h 7mins. BYOL [38]
pretrains ResNet-18 to generate 512 features. The BYOL-
Projection head contains 788k parameters and the loss crite-
rion is NegativeCosineSimilarity. VicReg [8], BarlowTwins
[82] and BYOL uses similar trasforms as SimCLR along
with RandomSolarization applied. The batchsize was set
to 1024 for 200 epochs. Similar to BYOL, FastSiam [60]
and SimSiam [21] uses the same transforms except Ran-
domSolarization and the batch size was set to 256 for both.
DINO [14] global crop size was set to 45 rest of the trans-
forms were the same as BYOL. All the experiments were
conducted using Lightly SSL Python package [67] on AWS
notebook instance with ml.g5.2xlarge which has 1 Nvidia
A10G (24GB) GPU.

Model Intra-Nd Inter-Nd Intra-2d Inter-2d Accuracy

Raw Pixels 0.96 0.95 0.07 -0.02 0.63
HOGS [26] 0.57 0.02 0.63 0.11 0.72
GSC [35] 0.92 0.67 0.86 0.56 0.71

AIM [34] 0.32 -0.05 0.78 0.75 0.73
Flow [29] [30] [45] 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.01 0.66
MAE [41] 0.18 0.02 0.82 0.77 0.71
VAE [49] 0.24 0.06 0.38 0.30 0.75
BiGAN [31] 0.35 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.68

MoCo [42] 0.89 0.78 0.92 0.73 0.73
SimClr [18] 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.72
BYOL [38] 0.88 0.84 0.91 0.97 0.73
SimSiam [21] 0.87 0.81 0.94 0.84 0.75
FastSiam [60] 0.83 0.75 0.83 0.75 0.71
DINO [14] 0.88 0.85 0.78 0.74 0.68
BarlowTwins [82] 0.87 0.79 0.66 0.38 0.76
VicReg [8] 0.69 0.48 0.65 0.60 0.78

Table 2. Performance comparison of GSSL-HV and CSSL-HV
approaches against handcrafted feature baselines on CEDAR AND
Dataset with 10% train writers.

5. Results

Table 2 shows the performance of the SSL and baseline
approaches. We observe that higher the separation between
writers (Intra distance - Inter distance) leads to higher test
accuracy on a small training dataset. In the experiments per-
formed we observe VAE to be best performing with a good
separation of 0.18 between the intra-inter distance between
and amongst the writers during the pre-training phase which
lead to 6.7% relative increase in the accuracy when com-
pared to the best performing supervised ResNet-18 baseline
with accuracy 72% accuracy on 10% train writers. Auto-
Regressive AIM model and MAE outperformed it’s super-
vised counterpart ViT on 10% train writers but had a lower
precision compared to VAE which is contributed to the dif-
ference in the feature extraction process. Within VAE we
used ResNet-18 architecture whereas AIM and MAE uses
a ViT architecture whose baseline metrics under performed
when compared to ResNet-18 as shown in Table 1. Flow
based models performed similar to the baselines but un-
derperformed when compared to VAE and AIM. This is
contributed to the fact that flow based models do not sup-
port sparsity in feature representation and the type of invert-
ible transformations are not suitable for granular variations
within handwritten styles. GANs also performed similar to
baselines, this may be primarily due to the fact that GANs
are primarily used for data generation and do not naturally
include an encoder to map data back to the latent space.
We observed that GSC and HOGS features have maximum
separation between COSintra and COSinter whereas using
raw pixels the separability is very low. From the table 2
maximum separation of 0.28 is obtained using VicReg on
the CEDAR AND Dataset leading to 9% relative improve-
ment in accuracy over best performing supervised ResNet-
18 baseline.
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6. Conclusion
In conclusion, self-supervised learning provides a path-

way to generating robust handwritten features which helps
improve downstream task of handwriting verification with
limited amount of training labels. In this paper, we eval-
uated AutoRegressive, Flow Based, AutoEncoding and
GANs as part of the GSSL-HV framework. We also com-
pared performance of eight CSSL-HV approaches. VAE
outperformed other generative self-supervised feature ex-
traction approaches, achieving a relative gain of 6.73% in
accuracy whereas VICReg was outperformed all the gen-
erative and contrastive approaches with a relative accuracy
gain of 9% over the baselines. Future research can aim
to enhance the feature extraction capabilities using multi-
ple unlabeled handwritten datasets such as IAM handwrit-
ing dataset and comparing similar and different handwritten
content using state-of-the-art self-supervised approaches.
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A. Appendix Section
A.1. Conditions for Good Representation

The methods for Self-Supervised Learning highlighted
above have shown great potential in generating useful visual
representation h using data augmentation on input x and
then using contrastive loss for comparison. Most of these
methods have been benchmarked using standard academic
datasets like ImageNet [50] (1.3M images with 1k classes)
and Places365 [54] (1.8M images with 365 classes). The
practical applicability of contrastive self-supervised learn-
ing are mentioned in [25] where the authors have observed
four conditions for which self-supervised contrastive learn-
ing methods produce good feature representations h. Below
we have elaborated the four conditions and how they relate
to the downstream application of Handwriting Verification:

1. Data Quantity: Limited pre-training data with
smaller networks allows for faster and cheaper pre-
training since the impact on downstream application
is within tolerance. In context of handwriting verifica-
tion, despite the abundance of unlabeled handwritten
images the model should be able to learn good repre-
sentation h even from a smaller subset of handwritten
dataset x.

2. Pre-Training Domain: Representations learned dur-
ing pre-training benefits from having same domain
type as the downstream application. Adding repre-
sentations from other domain generalizes the features
space h. In the case of handwriting verification task,
we can use CEDAR Letter Handwriting Dataset for
feature extraction (pre-training) f(x) since the features
generated are within-domain and relevant to the hand-
written text. Generalizing feature space h with other
non-handwritten text like images from ImageNet [50]
which broaden the feature space leading to high vari-
ability from unrelated input domains.

3. Data Augmentation Quality: With Data Augmenta-
tion the input is altered x′ to create contrastive ex-
amples which helps in learning self-supervised rep-
resentations. While certain augmentation techniques
help enhance generalization within specific domains, it
is important to maintain consistency and natural vari-
ability for the inherent patterns observed in the hand-
written styles. Certain transformations like changing
aspect ratio, elastic distortions could alter the hand-
written style. Hence, we have emperically evaluated

Figure 6. Original, Masked and Decoded handwritten image sam-
ples from multiple writers 1471 first sample B with 64x64 size
with 32x32 masked patches and masking ratio set to 0.2

the data augmentation techniques for handwriting ver-
ification in context of contrastive self-supervised pre-
training.

4. Downstream Task Granularity: Self-Supervised
Contrastive methods have shown better applicabil-
ity with coarse-grained downstream tasks involving
higher-level attributes as compared to fine-grained
tasks. Handwriting verification, benefits from both
coarse-grained and fine-grained features. Coarse-
grained features are responsinable in extracting high-
level handwriting characterstics such as overall shape,
slantness, curvation and spatial layout. Whereas, fine-
grained features capture details such as characters
shapes (e.g. staff of a), stoke thickness, order, char-
acter variations and so on. Hence, in this chapter we
show a contrastive self-supervised approach for hand-
writing verification. This methods is pre-trained on
unlabeled handwritten dataset f(x) to generate both
coarse grained and fine-grained features which repre-
sents the individuality of writers p(y|x1, x2) within the
handwritten domain.

A.2. Related Generative AR Models

PixelRNN [71] uses Long Short Term Memory (LSTM
[37]) trained with masked convolutions and multinomial
loss function to predict raw pixel values (0-255) as cate-
gories. PixelCNN [71] was proposed to make the PixeRNN
efficient and capture a fixed size receptive field using con-
volutional layers.

Gated PixelCNN [72] efficiently uses masked convolu-
tions to model conditional pixel distribution. The masked
convolutions replaces the ReLu activation using gated acti-
vation function as shown in Equation 17. This allows com-
plex interactions between pixel xi to be modeled simile to
PixelRNN [71].

y = tanh (Wfx)⊙ σ (Wgx) (17)
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where, σ is sigmoid activation for kth layer and ⊙ is ele-
ment wise multiplication between the result of the convo-
lutions between the two receptive fields. PixelCNN++ [63]
and PixelSNAIL [22] improves Gated PixelCNN [72], with
improvements like using output mean and standard devi-
ations for the logistics instead of softmax in the mixture.
PixelCNN have slow sampling rate since product of con-
ditional is a time expensive operation because n2 forward
model propagation is needed. AR models do not explicitly
learn the latent representations h like Flow based models or
AutoEncoders (AE) but we can still apply feature aggrega-
tion techniques to derive hidden representations h.

iGPT [17] more recently has explored the use of auto-
regressive objectives LAR (e.g. PixelCNN objective [71])
and BERT [28] LBERT objective using transformer archi-
tecture. LAR and LBERT have worked well with Large
Language Models for natural language (e.g. GPT2 [2] and
similar) which uses masks word tokens in its pre-training
regime which has shown great generalization and improve-
ment for the downstream task with fewer labels. Given
input data X the AR objective LAR was to minimize the
negative log likelihood E

x∼X
[− log p(x)] of input distribu-

tion p(x) which is a density function modeled using product
of pixel conditionals

∏n
i=1 P (xi|(x1, .., xi−1)). iGPT also

considers the use of BERT [28] objective LBERT where the
model is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood of
p(x) to learn predicting masked part of the input xm us-
ing the unmasked part of the input x[1,n]\M as shown in the
Equation shown in Equation 18 below:

LBERT = E
x∼X

E
M

∑
i∈M

[
− log p

(
xi | x[1,n]\M

)]
(18)

A.3. Related Generative Flow based Models

Flow based generative models explicitly learns the true
data distribution p(x) by a sequence of invertible transfor-
mation functions f(x) to map input x to latent representa-
tion z. Since the transformation are invertible x = f−1(z)
is true. [52] provides an intuitive understanding of how
flows model input density function p(x) using the Equa-
tions 19 below:∫

px(x)dx =

∫
pz(z)dz = 1 . . Probability Definition

px(x) = ph(z)

∣∣∣∣dzdx
∣∣∣∣ = pz(f(x))

∣∣∣∣df(x)dx

∣∣∣∣ . . Derivative

log px(x) = log pz(f(x)) + log

∣∣∣∣det df(x)dx

∣∣∣∣ . . Logarithm

(19)

It is difficult to find f−1 and log
∣∣∣det df(x)

dx

∣∣∣ of complex
f hence flow models use sequence of invertible functions
f1,..,K .

NICE [29] Non-Linear Independent Component esti-
mates p(x) uses an easy invertible function f−1 and easy
jacobian log

∣∣∣det df(x)
dx

∣∣∣ computation. NICE uses dequan-
tized version of input images x by adding uniform noise
u and re-scaling input data between [−1, 1] to prevent de-
generate solution because of infinite high likelihood placed
on discrete points. NICE seperates dequantized input space
into odd x

(i)
1 and even x

(i)
2 dimensions. Coupling function

is then applied as shown in Equation 20 below:

z
(i)
1 = x

(i)
1

z
(i)
2 = x

(i)
2 +m(i)x

(i)
1

z = exp(s)⊙ z(4)

(20)

Each coupling layers m(i) (i= 1 to 4) have rectified linear
units. The output of m4 coupling layer is element-wise mul-
tiplied by scaling matrix s to preserve the relative impor-
tance across dimensions in x. The loss is the negative log
likelihood of Equation 2.

RealNVP [30] uses real-valued non-volume preserving
transformations f which are stable, invertable and learnable
for computing exact p(x). Similar to NICE [29], RealNVP
aims to provide a tractable and flexible solution to comput-
ing Jacobian determinant of the transformation. RealNVP
uses affine coupling layer on input x with dimensionality D
as shown in Equation 21 below:

y1:d = x1:d

yd+1:D = xd+1:D ⊙ exp (s (x1:d)) + t (x1:d)
(21)

where, s and t stands for scale and translation. The Jacobian
of the affine coupling is the product of diagonals which are
efficiently computed to be independent of scale s and trans-
lation t. RealNVP uses deep convolutional neural networks
to make complex s and t. It uses masked convolutions to
exploit the local correlation within input image and couples
layers in an alternating pattern to overcome stagnant output
post transformation. It also uses multi-scale architecture to
overcome the problem of high-compute needed to gener-
ate high dimensional latent space z. It applies squeezing
and split operation to reduce the dimensionality of the im-
age by certain factor as needed. Similar to NICE [29], the
loss function is simply the negative log likelihood of Equa-
tion 2. Similar, to Nice and RealNVP, Glow [47] proposes
to use invertible 1x1 convolution within coupling function.
Within handwritten verification domain, a flow based model
helps in capturing characteristics of the handwriting, such
as stroke patterns, curvature and other writing styles which
can be used as latent features by a discriminator network for
generating a similarity metric.

A.4. Related VAE based Models

Within VAE, latent representations z are sampled from
an approximate posterior qϕ(z|x) = N (µ, σ2). The en-
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coder represents input x using z with help of a normal dis-
tribution with mean function µ and standard deviation as
σ2. Posterior collapse happens when µ and σ collapse to
a constant values Cµ and Cσ . Hence, approximate poste-
rior distribution qϕ(z|x) is only dependent on prior qϕ(z)
which is fixed to a normal distribution ofN (Cµ, Cσ2). The
result of the collapse, is that the latent representation z
becomes independent of x thereby the decoder only sam-
ples noisy z samples from a incorrect approximate poste-
rior qϕ(z) = N (Cµ, C

2
σ). This makes the decoder impos-

sible to use the information x from the latent representation
z. Many approaches have been proposed in the literature
to tackle the problem of posterior collapse using KL an-
nealing for task-specific representation learning: Generat-
ing sentences [12], sketch-rnn [40], dilated convolutions in
VAW [79], AG-CVAE [76]. More recetly, Ladder VAE [68],
fixing ELBO [1], VQ-VAE [74] have been proposed to help
tackle the collapse problem with VAE.

VQ-VAE [74] is one of the notable mentioned within
the VAE family of models. VQ-VAE is a discrete latent
VAE model. VQ-VAE merges auto-regressive distributions
within the decoder. VQ-VAE defines a codebook of latent
embdedding space e with size K and dimensionality D. In-
put x is passed into encoder to generate latent representa-
tion ze = tenc(x). The representation ze is descritized zq
using the codebook e by mapping ze to the nearest element
in embedding ej using l2 distance zq=argminj∥ze − ej∥2.
During forward propagation nearest zq(x) is passed to the
decoderfdec(zq). While ile in backward pass the gradient
the gradients are unaltered and passed to encoder. VQ-VAE
loss is as shown in the Equation 22 below:

L = log p (x | zq(x)) + ∥sg [ze(x)]− e∥22 +

β ∥ze(x)− sg[e]∥22 (22)

First term in Equation 22 is the reconstruction loss used
by the encoder and decoder to reconstruct input x from
zq(x). The second term is the l2 error to update the em-
bedding vector ei closer to ze(x) which is used to optimize
the embeddings and the last term is a commitment loss to
make sure that the encoder output ze(x) grows in same pro-
portion as the codebook embeddings e. sg stop gradient
is identity at forward compute and zero derivatives during
gradient computation. VQ-VAE2 [62] was proposed as an
improvement to generate synthetic samples of higher co-
herence and fidelity using multi-scale hierarchical organi-
zation of VQ-VAE with priors over latent variables which
generated samples that rival Generative Adversarial Net-
works [36] (GANs) on ImageNet [50] datasets.

A.5. Related SimCLR and Contrastive based Mod-
els

Although, SimCLR got state-of-the-art SSL perfor-
mance on standard datasets like ImageNet there are some

weaknesses like sensitivity to augmentation techniques and
need for large batch size with lot of negative examples to
improve performance. Building on top of SimCLR are
many approaches are: Decoupled Contrastive Learning
(DCL) [80] which defines a DCL loss by removing the pos-
itive pairs from the denominator of the InfoNCE [73] loss.
Nearest Neighbor Contrastive Learning (NNCLR) [33]
also builds upon the idea from SimCLR [18] and have pro-
posesed to use nearest-neighbours to get diverse set of pos-
itive pairs. Other interesting approaches to contrastive SSL
are: Swapping Assignment with multiple Views (SWAV)
[13], Masked Siamese Networks (MSN) [5], Prior Match-
ing for Siamese Networks (PMSN) [4], Synchronous Mo-
mentum Grouping (SMoG) [57], Transformation Invari-
ance and Covariance Contrast (TiCo) [83], Self-Supervised
Learning of Maximum Manifold Capacity Representations
(MMCR) [81].
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